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Gege Blog English – 4.1 - DISMANTLING ENGINE A –
Demontage moteur A
Monday 09 04 2012
Today we start the dismantling of the first engine. To make no mistake, we call it "A" (for André), the second one
painted in green will be called "B" (for Boat) ...
From now on, all bags and cases will carry these references so as not to mix up the parts.
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We decide to start by disassembling the magneto, but we spray WD40 on the cylinder head nuts ...

We dismantle the cracked flexible coupling (“Flector”), then its shaft...

That done, we tackle the water manifold, it's moving but won't come out.
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,
Take out the nice carburettor and go after the exhaust manifold. It's a tough one. A nut resists. I heat it up. I manage
to unscrew it.

!

.

.
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We "tap" it with a rubber mallet to loosen the manifold... and it breaks ! !!!

. . It was probably already cracked, but it's a shame... . But like André says, this way it fits in the bag !

.
Removal of the intake pipe
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We discover, under the dirt, a charming little plate that André takes care of photographing.

We attack the cylinder head, the nuts come off nicely, but we cannot seem to budge it. André uses a silver knife
(from my grandmother) slipped into the joint line, tapping it with a rubber mallet. It moves, but nothing can be done
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to get it off ... We will let the WD40 do its work !!
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André decides to attack the housing containing the magneto drive gears, it comes out without too much difficulty

;Phew, he's got it ! It's disgusting in there!
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Why make it simple when you can make it complicated?
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. A strange part whose name we don't know .

While we're waiting for the cylinder head to come off, we would like to take out the cylinder block. On one side, 3
easily accessible 17mm nuts. On the other side ... the wrench does not fit between the valve tappets...
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I have modified a 17mm spanner, but nothing can be done! Would they have had the crazy idea to put 18 nuts on
that side? Well yes !!! And with the right spanner, it works better, of course ...

...
We can now take out the cylinder block, André cries with joy seeing his beautiful pistons ...

...
. .. The block is in pretty good condition, we will obviously measure all this, but maybe a simple honing will be
enough

.
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I clean; the pistons are like new, unfortunately the play of the rings seems to be too great... .

Then we dismantle the clutch, nothing similar to the Traction Avant !

!
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,
There were two dead spiders, plus a few eggs... We interrupted our work for a few minutes in order to give them a
dignified burial ... ...

Even after this being done, we have not progressed much . We will have to work out how to remove the crankshaft,
as the oil pan gasket is lower. We will dismantle it in order to take out the connecting rods/pistons, it will be some
progress ! ...

...
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Andre is preparing his weapons...

,
.. and attacks the oil pan. He finds it very dirty, surprising for a part which is only 88 years old !
Once everything's unscrewed, we tap it and it comes out gently..

. ...
..
It's a pity that you can’t smell it ; it's disgusting but it smells good (well, I know some people who prefer "Allure
pour homme perfume ", but we can't please everyone ...).
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Two oil collecting “spoons” on the crankshaft had fallen into the sieve, we find them but we'll have to replace them
...

...
beautiful 2 bearings crankshaft

.
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As André, ( not) always farsighted (!), had not completely drained, we find ourselves in a pool of oil ...

I dismantle the connecting rod caps : in very good condition. We begin to wonder why we didn't restart it as it was !

We pack carefully the connecting rods/pistons assemblies (no play perceptible on the gudgeon pins)
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The crank pins of the crankshaft are almost perfect, we're going to carefully measure all this
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(Here is the trace of my greasy fingers !!)

Well, that's all for today, we will now have to think and study the manuals to understand how to get the crankshaft
out ...

...
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Wednesday 11th April 2012
Andre may resent me for working a bit without him, but I'm still on leave, and he's not...
First thing, mark the timing of distribution between the camshaft and the crankshaft. I place the camshaft "valves
closed" on cylinder 1 (front side of the car ) and valves "balancing" on cylinder 4 (on the picture the front is on top)
... .

...
The crankshaft is in this position at TDC 1 and 4, and I draw a felt mark on the sprockets : .

As soon as André will have given me the authorization, I will make some punches, very strangely and in spite of a
"careful" cleaning, I did not see any original marking ...
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Then I look at the connecting rods/pistons sets, because I like to understand ...
The 2 and the 4 have lost their spoon, found in bits in the crankcase. As there is no oil pump (only a vane pump that
brings the oil from the bottom of the crankcase into the troughs) nor pressure lubrication in these engines, the
crankshaft has no lubrication duct for the connecting rod crankpins, and it's the spoons that "pick up" the oil in the
troughs and send it (well, sort of !). !!) into the lower bushings through a small hole in the large connecting rod
bearings (actually, quite similar to the crankshaft bearing bushings of a Traction Avant engine. The connecting rods
are not Babbitt. For the upper bushes, a hole is made in the connecting rod head and in the bushes, this is "splash"
lubrication. All this is decorated with magnificent "spider legs" ...

...
Yes, but ... Our brave mechanic ancestors of 1924 (peace to their ashes) were not always very attentive ! On the
connecting rod 4, the hole of the upper bearing is not in front of the one on the connecting rod!!! Result: no correct
lubrication, and very pronounced wear (the spider's legs has almost completely disappeared, and the crankshaft
bearing has a sad look)

We can see here that the hole in the connecting rod head is closed !...
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!
… contrary to this one

...
How can we do such stupid things ? …at the factory, or during a repair?, we'll never know ...
Here are the 4 connecting rods aligned, you can see the difference:
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and in close-up No 4 with its offset hole (centered):

:
No 3:

No 2 :

No 1 :

.
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Then I look at the play of the rings ... A pity ! the pistons are in such a good condition, no play at the connecting rod
pins, but up to 7/10th of mm at the top piston rings ...

The grooves of the rings appear in good condition ...

To finish, I clean a piston to make sure of its orientation. There is a very light AV engraving, and it corresponds well
to the orientation of the spoons which must pick up the oil clockwise seen from the front ...
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All this is logical, I am reassured.
Last comparison, the timing gears housing of "B" which has an extra shaft compared to "A", but we'll finally
understand...

I have also read some pages of the RTA (Instructions manual) about the magneto timing, I'll go deeper into this
tomorrow ...
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Sunday 15 avril 2012
Continuation of operations ... Georges "Brusseleir" came to bring two large jerry cans of old gasoline, André brought
a whole series of stackable plastic crates to store all the items, plus sheets to protect the Traction Avant Cabriolet (
Cabtrac) and he told me to put them on!, and still a lot of other useful stuff: soap etc.

Marking the timing gears with a peg. The camshaft sprocket is from ERSA ! We also discover a small mark
corresponding to the TDC ignition of the rear cylinder (the 4 therefore). But we will continue to number the cylinders
from front to back, and I make a double mark on the original one to avoid mistakes ...
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A bit of cleaning

Comparison of the 5HP pistons and Traction Avant!!!

!!!
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We are working on this problem of the connecting rod 4. André realizes that if the lubrication hole of the connecting
rod bearing is not facing the lubrication hole of the connecting rod, it is because the bearing has rotated ! It is
indeed held (blocked) in the connecting rod only by notches which let pass the screws fixing the cap, but these
notches are damaged and chipped ...

...
Measure of the connecting rod head bores: 1, 2, 3 are about 35.05 mm, but the 4 is 35.56 mm!!!

We start the dismantling of the timing gears. The nut of the camshaft gear (the big one) and the magneto drive gear
(the small one above) would require a special tool that we don't have, and we unscrew it with a small chisel and it
unscrews itself :
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But the magneto gear doesn't come out by hand, we take out the big “Facom” puller and it comes out !
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Unfortunately, the extraction of the camshaft “ERSA”( parts manufacturer) gear requires a tripod puller, so it will be
for later ...
In the meantime, we remove the big key of the crankshaft gear; it comes out without difficulty: and the sprocket is
removed by levering it with two screwdrivers (to my great surprise!) :

:
Then we move to the flywheel. Folding down the stopper washer:

Now to unscrew the nut while locking the crankshaft , I can pull with all my strength, but it won't budge! André
proposes, despite my disbelief, to hit the key with the mallet, and he undoes it

,
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But there's no way to get the flywheel out, there are two threads near the centre of the flywheel probably intended
to fix a special puller, We will have to make one!
Unscrewing the block studs from the housing.

We undo the screws fixing the vane pump on the block, hoping to be able to take out the crankshaft assembled
with the flywheel
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.. but it doesn't move, and we stop before risking breaking something ... We'll have to dive into the technical
documentation !

!

André disassembles the clutch fixing studs on the flywheel under the look of our photographer of the day ...

Some pictures of the state of the crankshaft ...
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No 4 is really quite damaged

Before finishing for today, André wants to take out the starter ring of the "B" engine, which doesn't exist on the "A".
Even if this ring is bolted on the flywheel, and not plugged in like on a Traction Avant , I'm a bit sceptical ... But
after a few hammer blows, it comes out, he was right !
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!
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My teacher is at the whiteboard !

Tuesday, 17 avril 2012
André came by quickly this afternoon, with a “ Facom “ tripod puller freshly bought from Clabots. Not easy to keep
it in place, because the back of the camshaft sprocket iis rounded, but finally with 4 hands we manage to block it,
and it comes out with a dry slam. The fitting is conical ... .

...

Another good thing done!

.
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The key is quite weird, it holds the distribution sprocket that we just took out, and the drive one for the magneto

After his departure, I carefully clean this beautiful tool ...

During this time, the bolts of the cylinder head are regularly sprayed with WD40,; it is moving very slowly, we'll get it
!
Friday, April 20, 2012
Taking photos and measurements, live with Michel on Skype, screen sharing ... He's going to make a C3 flywheel
extractor. Useful this Internet!...
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While I'm uploading the pictures on the server, Michel shares his screen with me and I watch live the virtual creation
of the tool !

Here is the plan ...

We are going to use the “Facom” jack which gives a 30t thrust, inserted in the "special" tool. In order not to exert
pressure on the end of the crankshaft which seems to us very weak, Michel has provided a "cap" which will rest on
the threaded section of the large nut. Let's hope that the 7x100 threads of the flywheel will resist ...
Monday April 23rd 2012
Correction : Michel thinks that the extractor with the jack is a little bit out of proportion to the work to be done, so
he made a more conventional extractor ...

...
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And here it is

Thursday 26th April 2012
While I'm waiting for the tool, I'm leaning back on that cylinder head which refuses to move. I managed to move it
away from the cylinder block by about 10 mm, but it gets stuck at this level, due to a seized stud. Apparently, two
studs (the end one on the exhaust side) are used for centring, and the bores in the cylinder head are very "tight". As
there are already 2 broken studs, I sacrifice this 3rd one and sawed it off without remorse ... I hope André will forgive
me ...
It will then be a question of taking out of the cylinder block all the cylinder head studs and manifolds in order to
work properly and to make the rectifications ... That said, the faces of the block and the cylinder head are intact ...
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Friday, April 27, 2012
Extraction of the recalcitrant stud in the cylinder head, as it refuses to come out downwards, I manage to push it
upwards ...

I move on to disassembling the valves

Surprisingly, double springs but a simple "key" (in fact a simple pin) to hold all this.
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everything comes out very easily, mainly because the valves have an amazing play in their guides !!

!
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The valves are " far gone " ...

...
Everything is out, just a little bit of stud removal to be done ...

...
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I try with two nuts, nothing doing.

While waiting to weld nuts on the studs, I turn the block over to "admire" the valve guides. Apparently, partial
rebuild of the engine had ocurred in I don't know what year, some upper diameter valves have been replaced with
with new guides, others not ... crazy !!!
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The seats are not too damaged, but some are heavily rectified and hollowed out...

And this water manifold still refuses to come out...

...
Sunday, April 29, 2012
We are back on it ... André brought his tool to get the flywheel out...

...
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he grinds it so that the axle fits in the small "bore" of the crankshaft

but it's a waste of time, the flywheel doesn't move ...

..
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In desperation, we decide to attack the studs ...

...
We try everything, heating, WD40, finally we break 4 more ... but we got the others !!!!
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There are two super nuts left on the block, the locking with a vice and a very big lever in a cylinder (protected by
cloths) overcome it. Maybe not very orthodox, but it works ...

...

Beginning to clean the block, we plan to send it to Michel in Italy so that he can take out the studs ...

...
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We are about to leave the garage, two children ask us (as we "look" competent as they say) if we can repair the
tyres of their bike (fortunately the scooter had solid tyres ...). André has an inflator in his Cinquecento, and starts a
proper repair !!
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mais
but the inner tubes seem a little bit ... porous ! This will allow them to go home, not to do the Tour de France !
Well, that's all for today, to each day is enough pain ...

Monday 30th April 2012
Well done today, but I forgot (we're getting old) to put the memory card in the Canon ... So I redid some pictures
Received this morning the 5HP flywheel extractor made by Michel, as usual a perfect piece of work, thoughtful and
done in the rules of art. With this, the extraction of the flywheel is child's play ..., it comes out immediately. Thank
you Michel, you are really the best !!!

.

,

Disassembling the oil pump (no photo), and I can take out the crankshaft. Extraction of the sprockets, a cylindrical
key on the pump's return, a big nut on the crankshaft's one. The carefully marked parts start to pile up
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Glad to finally see this well naked crankshaft (I seem to like naked elements)

The aluminium crankcase, only the camshaft remains to be removed and a few studs, this should not be a problem.

On the other hand, and after having taken the bearings out of the crankshaft (in very good condition), I still don't
understand how to take out the shaft of the vane oil pump, which shows an unreasonable backlash excessive play !

Nothing visible at the rear, mystery ...
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Well, I have received the documents from Jacques Leynia and his friend Maurice, I will end up understanding and
mastering this engine !

Tuesday 1st May 2012
Quite frustrated by my lack of photos from yesterday, I redo an assembly of the connecting rod, followed by a
"didactic" dismantling, you never know, it will be useful and could perhaps interest someone ...
So : how to disassemble rationally a 5 HP connecting rod ...
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First thing, take out the flywheel, by folding down the lock washer and unscrewing the nut.

et and put away the parts:

Michel extractor is then necessary to remove the flywheel ...
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We then find ourselves in front of this magnificent "paddle" oil pump, we unscrew the nuts

… remembering to carefully put away the enormous key that holds the flywheel on the crankshaft..:

:

The pump is ready to come out.
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First the cover:

And we see the beautiful gears.

And then we put the cover away...
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The gear on the pump shaft is mounted with a simple slightly conical pin (pull it out on the right side with a pin
punch)

Loosen the pin and pull out the gear by hand

and put it away before losingany pieces.
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The sprocket on the crankshaft is screwed, not even keyed, a plumber's pliers is enough, but all this seems
mechanically a bit strange

... and we store

It is becoming clearer
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Just pull a little to get the pump housing out...

This thing has 2 screws to lock the rotation of the bronze bearings in rotation, which are in two parts; one screw
towards the inside of the block and the other towards the outside, and we can store again and again the ...
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And we tidy up again and again !!!

...

This screw blocks a borehole for the oil passage of the vane pump. We will only understand this later!
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We can now take the first bronze bearing out of the crankshaft (pump side): and ... we put it in its little bag !!!

then the back bearing (inside of the block),
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the mystery of the ultimate disassembly :

:
how does this thing come out?

Well, we'll find out later...
The crankshaft can now be released: very easily to the rear...
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That leaves the camshaft

and the front bearings of the crankshaft. It will be for tomorrow!
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Thursday, May 03, 2012

I'm finishing dismantling today.
As usual, and as I'm not a "pro" but a poor ignorant amateur, I take a lot of pictures to find my way during the
reassembly ... (what's up with those fools who can't take a screw apart without taking a picture ... ??? !!! )
I had forgotten to take picture from this oil pump cover stud, the only one to be fixed only on the body, and not in
the block.

Like that, you can see the installation
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I remove the remaining studs from the crankcase : M10 :

:
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and M7 ...

They all came out without difficulty :

The last ones, those of the vanes oil pump:

and stored
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:

Two screws on the oil line:

:

I'm attacking the camshaft : A flange at the rear fixed with two screws with stops...
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I go back to the front; the camshaft has a strange flange allowing an eccentric adjustment that I don't quite
understand ... But while I'm writing this page, my Great Friend Michel calls me on Skype and explains me why !This
assembly simply allows to adjust the play between the timing gears !
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And the stupid little sheet metal plate above the crankshaft bearing is a "gutter" which is used to direct the oil and
to grease it

!
... Thanks Michel, I will sleep less stupid tonight ...

...
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I'm taking out the stud:

Nothing holding the camshaft , I gently push it back

and it comes out, dragging the "plug" of the bearing: and the bearing...

:
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It's outside: and it's in very good condition.

:
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All that remains to be done is to remove the front bearing from the crankshaft, which is held in rotation by a screw.
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I'm punching it with a proper socket, it's done:

,
Hardly anything left to take apart, now it's Andre's turn to clean it all up.
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Talking with Michel, we wonder how to get the vane pump. I go back down to the garage to get the parts,..

.

,

and I stupidly tell him "well, I'm going to tap the shaft of the pump (on my beautiful desk) to see...

"
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and it comes out by itself by ejecting the washer !!!

The shaft with its vanes

and the whole thing:

:
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The End

